The New Mexico Jewish Historical Society presents

“DNA, GENETICS and GENEALOGY: WHAT IT MEANS AND FINDING NEW MEXICO FAMILY CONNECTIONS”

Bennett Greenspan, president of Family Tree, will share his genetic expertise for novice/experienced genealogists and DNA fans. Bennett has discovered a personal connection to New Mexico that should be interesting to all participants, including hispanics. Participants are encouraged to attend both sessions.

WHEN: February 28, 2016

10:00 a.m.-11:30 a.m.: The morning session introduces exploring (paternal) Y DNA, (maternal) Mt DNA, and (five generations of maternal/paternal) Autosomal Testing. Greenspan will share New Mexico Crypto-Jewish DNA information and his New Mexico family links.

11:30-1:30 Lunch: Box Lunch available for purchase (Pre-Order)

1:30-2:45 p.m.: this session provides a global historical foundation of male/female human migration from Africa. Important archaeological and genetic evidence of modern humans will be discussed.

Where: JCC Auditorium, Albuquerque

EVENT COST & TICKETS

Morning Session Only: $20.00
Afternoon Session Only: $20.00
Both morning and afternoon sessions: $30.00
Optional Box Lunch: $12.00

Program Pre-registration is strongly encouraged by downloading a program registration form on the NMJHS Website, www.nmjhs.org.
CONTACT INFO: Murray Tucker, (505)982-3451, or Isabelle Medina Sandoval, (505)474-5221
E-mail: murtuc1@gmail.com, isantadoval@msn.com

The New Mexico Jewish Historical Society is a Beneficiary agency of the Jewish Federation of New Mexico